
SMARAGD TCM – IAC @ TCM (INTELLIGENT ALERT CLASSIFIER)

Compliance Solutions
on the highest Level

Financial service providers and companies have the duty to protect the financial system from criminal abuse. 

Intelligent IT systems contribute a lot to that. Thanks to AI solutions, alerts can be processed and decided faster.

TCM

For the model training a customer-specific data download is used that, if possible, stret-

ches over a span of three years and displays around 1,000 to 1,500 STOP cases.

Generally, the SMARAGD IAC model fits every type of message. Together with the client 

we decide which variables are used for the model. However at least those variables, that 

would influence a human compliance employee in its decisions, should be used.

For the classification of the alerts into STOP and GO a model is needed that predicts all 
STOPs and as many GOs as possible as correctly as possible. The selection of an appropria-
te model is an iterative process.

Motivation

Financial crime is an omnipresent phenomenon in the economic life and becomes a big-

ger and bigger problem for compliance departments, especially since the specialist

requirements to the embargo and financial sanction monitoring have strongly increased in 

recent years. This demands a continuously increasing need for resources and employees.

Solution

Specialist Components

Data and variables

The AI solution SMARAGD IAC not only delivers a decision for an alert, but also puts 

special focus on the explainability of the model. With a modern explainability method, 

an explanation for the model prediction is delivered and made accessible for the user. 

Thanks to the use of SMARAGD IAC the vast majority of alerts can be worked on and (pre-)

decided quickly. A part of the workload of the compliance manager is therefore drastically 

reduced.

Use of AI in SMARAGD TCM

At a  glance -  
SMAR AGD  IAC

Intelligent coverage of regulatory
financial embargo requirements

Cost saving by machine check

Quick adaptation during changed
framework 

M o D e l  p e r f o r M a n C e

e x p l a i n a b i l i t y

From a regulatory standpoint, it is important 

that the models are explainable and do therefore 

not turn out to be black boxes. Therefore, within 

SMARAGD IAC Shapley Additive Explanations are 

used. Thereby, the contribution of the influencing 

factors (variables) for the model prediction beco-

mes transparent.

Goal

IAC @ TCM (Intelligent Alert Classifier) is a new central component for the implementati-

on of embargo and financial monitoring, and is thus counteracting the increasing need 

for resources, thanks to the use of intelligent IT-Systems. IAC @ TCM at the same time 

guarantees a high quality with the decisions made and saves them in an audit-proof way 

in regard to the regulatory requirements.

The final model is supposed to find all STOPs and 

classify as many GOs correctly as possible. An 

accuracy of over 90 per cent should be aimed at. 

During the recent analyses the accuracy was at 97 

per cent, i.d. 97 out of 100 alerts were classified 

correctly, three GOs were labelled as STOPs by 

SMARAGD IAC.



Application Fields

If SMARAGD TCM detects conspicuities in a checked transaction, the system opens an 

alert as an electronic fi le. It tells the user the cause of the conspicuity and shows all availa-

ble information for the checked transaction. The detected alerts are depicted within an 

alerts overview with their essential characteristics. The alerts management is integrated 

into a multi-level workfl ow and can be carried out by the dual control principle.
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SMaraGD
the products of the SMaraGD Compliance 
Suite from targens stand for compliance 
solutions on the highest level. SMaraGD is the 
right choice for anyone who wants to manage 
the complex requirements in the fi eld of com-
pliance with confi dence, now and in the future.

leVel 0

implementation

SMARAGD TCM and SMARAGD IAC are considered independent products that are linked 

to each other via interfaces. For existing clients of SMARAGD TCM the implementation is 

technically uncomplicated.

During the development of SMARAGD TCM and SMARAGD IAC a simple and standardized 

procedure was guaranteed, in order to make sure that the compatibility with customer 

systems is seamless. Since SMARAGD IAC works on a customer-specifi c AI model that is 

built based on historic alerts, the model should regularly and on special occasions be re-

trained with current data. 

Besides the re-training that has to be carried out regularly and is needed due to the 

update process of existing regulatory framework, changes in the organization of specialist 

environment can thus be considered suffi  ciently, to use SMARAGD IAC in the best possible 

way.

A benefi t analysis has to be carried out individually for each customer and depends on 

the level of integration of SMARAGD IAC. Briefl y, you can assume that the use of machine 

decisions for alerts reduces the use of resources by 50 per cent.

benefi t analysis

The AI evaluation result is not visible for com-

pliance managers, after the decision by the 

manager evaluations can be carried out.

leVel 1

The AI evaluation result is displayed to the 

compliance manager in order to support the 

information.

leVel 2
The AI evaluation result can lead to an auto-

mated fi rst decision of the alert.
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